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Excellencies,

Ladies and Gentlemen,

We all share the belief, that Paris Agreement was a

historic breakthrough for enhancing global collective
action and speeding up the de-carbonization, towards a

climate-resilient and sustainable society.

In European Union, we all recognize that climate change

is a major global challenge and our efforts have
transformed the EU into one of the most carbon-efficient

economies in the world, with low levels of CO2 per GDP.

Greece, along with the other EU member states, strongly

believes  that  an  energy  efficient  and  low-carbon

economy creates new jobs and development. At the same

time, we initiated the discussion for the decarbonization

of the international marine and aviation transport.



Furthermore, we fully recognise the relationship between

sustainable  development  and  climate  change.  The

Agenda  2030  must  go  hand  in  hand  with  the
implementation of the Paris Agreement.

There is an enormous task in front of us, since global

emissions are still rising and impacts of climate change

are increasing. The Agreement calls for global peaking

the soonest possible and it is imperative that all parties
should start the ratification process. The spirit and the

momentum of Paris can lead our next steps into the

implementation of the Agreement and the underpinning

of the NDCs

In the upcoming May UNFCCC session inBonn we
should focus on delivering on time the ambitious and

comprehensive work-programme of Paris Agreement.

Excellencies,
i

Ladies and Gentlemen,

The struggle againstclimate change is not just an
environmental issue. Take for example the tension and

reactions in some countries caused by a possible hosting

of a few hundred thousand refugees from Syria. That

gives us an idea of the potential social and economic

repercussions that would be caused by the displacement

of millions of climate refugees. Therefore, the need for

the implementation of the Paris Agreement is imperative.
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Thank you.


